Cardiac, respiratory and metabolic changes during static exercise and voluntary heart rate acceleration.
Various ventilatory and metabolic parameters were monitored in 12 subjects while they performed each of three tasks: Voluntary cardiac acceleration with the aid of continuous heart rate feedback; a static hand-grip exercise at 1/3 maximum voluntary contraction; and a combined task involving both voluntary acceleration and exercise. Task order was counterbalanced across subjects and there were six 30 sec trials of each task. While reliable cardiac accelerations were recorded throughout, they were substantially greater with the combined task. This confirmed previous findings attesting that individuals can voluntarily elevate heart rate above levels induced by standard physical loads. However, the pattern of results for oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production, with the most substantial increase in both also occurring for combined voluntary acceleration and exercise, suggested that the cardiac elevations superimposed on exercise levels were largely non-specific, i.e. they involved additional energy expenditure. Respiration volume increased during the performance of all three tasks, with the greatest increase again occurring in the combined tasks. The precise respiratory adjustments, in terms of rate and tidal volume, varied subtly among tasks; while all three tasks produced a rise in respiration rate, only the combined task increased tidal volume.